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RADIO ZAPAD IN MULTIPLEX RTI CZ DAB
The company RTI cz s.r.o. from March 1, 2021 it includes regional Radio ZAPAD in its multiplex RTI cz DAB.
Radio is focused mainly on regional information from Western Bohemia and by joining digital radio
broadcasting it will significantly expand coverage and contribute to the promotion of this platform, for
example in the form of spots or interviews about the benefits of DAB + digital broadcasting. The start of the
radio is planned from 10 am and the broadcasting will start on all transmitters of the RTI cz DAB multiplex. It
will be possible to tune in the radio in DAB + almost all over Western Bohemia, in Prague, on the D5 motorway
and in the České Budějovice region. The broadcast will also include multimedia data, such as textual and
pictorial informations from the region, which will gradually be expanded to include song titles, informations
from the region, weather, traffic or webcams of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute. Radio ZAPAD is
another radio station that wants to actively support the development of digital radio broadcasting in the
Czech Republic.
Coverage map DAB+

Coverage map FM

List of DAB + Radio ZAPAD transmitters
Plzeň (1kW, channel 5B), Klatovy (1kW, channel 5B), Třebouňský vrch (1kW, channel 5B), Praha (1kW, channel 5A),
Beroun (1kW, channel 5A), Příbram (0,3kW, channel 5A), Karlovy Vary (0,5kW, channel 5A), Jáchymov (1kW, channel
9C), Javorník (1kW, channel 7A), České Budějovice (1kW, channel 7A)
List of FM Radio ZAPAD transmitters
Plzeň a Domažlice 103 MHz, Karlovy Vary 105 MHz, Tachov a Železná Ruda 105,6 MHz
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